Find the following words in the puzzle.
Words are hidden ↘ ↗ and ↙ .

ABIDE        ETERNAL        JEWS
ANCESTORS    FATHER         LIVING
BREAD        FLESH          MAN
DIED         FOOD           RAISE
DISPUTED     FOREVER        SON
DRINK        HEAVEN         TRUE
EATS         HEAVEN         
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SOLUTION

John 6, 51-58

Word directions and start points are formatted: (Direction, X, Y)

ABIDE (E,7,2)     ETERNAL (S,2,2)     JEWS (SE,8,8)
ANCESTORS (S,3,3)  FATHER (SE,8,6)    LIVING (SE,5,6)
BREAD (E,8,12)     FLESH (S,17,4)    MAN (SE,6,1)
DIED (S,5,1)       FOOD (E,11,4)     RAISE (SE,6,2)
DISPUTED (SE,4,1)  FOREVER (S,18,5)   SON (S,1,6)
DRINK (S,15,4)     HEAVEN (E,11,10)   TRUE (S,13,6)
EATS (SE,4,8)      HEAVEN (E,12,3)    
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